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:!6EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
I. Sea ports are vital to the European Onion both in terms of trade and transport. Europe
competitiveness in the global economy increasingly depends on an efficient and cost effective
transport and port system, The Community s port sector handles more than 90% of the Union
trade with third countries and approximately 30% of intra-EO traffic. as well as facilitating the
movement of more than 200 million passengers every year. Moreover, ports are also important
centres of regionaL ecoi10mic and social development and act as essential interface between
~eaborne and land-based modes of transport,
2. The completion of the internal market, technology changes in the transport sector and the ongoing
de\'elopment of inland transport networks across Europe have intensified competition significantly
among ports, As a result ports in different Member States are now, more than ever before
competing for trade, In the past ports have tended to remain on the sidelines of the EO' s transport
polky debate, The time has now come to redress this situation. and to focus on the key issues
relating to ports in today s competitive environment.
. The purpose of this paper is therefore to launch a wide ranging debate on individual port issues
and possible future policies which should help to increase port efficiency and improve port and
maritime infrastructure by integrating polis into the multil110dal trans-European network and which
should also meet the Community s responsibilities under the Treaty to .ensure free and fair
competition in the port sector, The Commission suggests a number of possible measures which
can be applied in the context of existing policies, and identifies other policy areas, in particular in
the fields of port charging and market access, in which new initiatives should be considered,
These suggestions, on which the Commission seeks the vie\vs of interested parties, are
~ul11ll1arised in the following pmagraphs.
Ports and specific aspects of tile Common Transport Policy
Por!s und Ihe Irails-European TranslJOrl .Vel\rork
..j., The Commission considers the full integration of ports into the TEN- T desirable for the
cstablishment of the multimodal network taking into account, in particular. the need to ensure
links to the peripheral areas and to encourage short sea shipping, A proposal to adapt the present
guidelines for the dcn~lbpment of TEN- T accordingly is being presented in parallel to this Green
Paper.
.:;
En/urging Ihe COllllllllllily und connections Iv neighbouring coul1lries
The ruture enlargement or the EO ell1phasises the need for extending the trans-European networks
tn the neighl)L)~lrin,; countries in lwc!er to integrate their transport systems more effectively with
those of the l;nion, The port and maritime sector is of considerable importance to the economies
\)1' a number of those countries expected to join in the first round of accession and substantial
in\'Cstmcnt will be needed in transport operations and infrastructure (including ports) both prior to
and following accession to promote their eOI1\"ergent development \\lth the rest of the
Community. The Commission \vill continue to work with all neighbouring third countries in the
relevant (l)ra in order to identij~' projects of mutual interest and to use available funds in the most
erlicient manner.
!'OriS us  t1"al1.l/c/"  points in the in!c/'Inoda/lranspo/"! chain
(\. In order to optimise the role of ports in the door-to-door transport chain properintrastructure links
to the TEN-"!" are \'ital. Ilowe\' , equally important arc other measures .such as standardisation of
loading units. integration of telematics etc. The Commission will suppl1rt actions 111 improve the
port's position as intcnllodal transrcr points including linancing or research and demonstration
projects in the area of management systems. and meaSLlrLS to roster innovation and support the
de\\~lopll1cnt l)f a ct1l11petitive intcrmodaltransport system.Encouraging the de\.eJojJlI1i!l1t lij".'..,/1ort Sea Shipping
7, The streamlining of procedures in ports. l.',g, by enhancing information and managem~nt systems.
is a key issue pinpointed by the Commission in its policy to promote the development of short sea
shipping, This policy also gives priority to short sea projects in the frame\\iork of the trans-
European networks and continues to support actions through research and development and the
~w PACT programme, Furthermore. the Commission recognises that the pricing policy for other
modes of transport is an important factor t~)( the dewlopment of short sea shipping, The
Commission intends to take this issue forward \\'ith a new e,)mmunication on infrastructure
ch:.lrging in a multimodal perspectiw.
The mle ojports ill /lwritill1i1 s(!Ii.:ty
8, A sustainable transport system Can only be achic\"t.'d if thc safety legislation in force in the
Community is properly respected, Therefore. the Commission will continue its efforts to ensure
effective and uniform compliance \\'ith international legislation by all ships entering EU ports and
the harmonised application \vithin the Community of livIO (lnd lLO provisions related to the
ship/port interface. such as cargo-handling, techno-nautical services. (lnd protection of worker:=;
involved in cargo operations,
Protect Jon (!f the el1\'irollJllellt
, To ensure environmentally friendly solutions in the port sector and at sea. the Commission finds it
is important to enhance the present availability and adequacy of reception facilities in all Eli ports.
The Commission will also continue its work in 1ostering new technology in order to make port
operations as efficient as possible and ensure a better use of existing f:1cilities as \vell as the
de\' elopment of integrated coastal management. including strategic environmental assessment.
Research and de \'eIOPIII ell1
I O,The Commission \\ ill continue to support maritime and port projects under the present and future
R&D programmes, In its pHlpo~,d Il.lr the 5th Framework Programme ,)n RTD the Commissiun
has included t\\l1 key actions \\hich ,1re relc\"ant to port related research: " Sustainahle :-lohility
~lnlj Iliterllh)lblity" and " :- larinI..' Technc)lngies , The future R&D should alsu pw\'ide t,)l)ls tu
alk)\\ policy makers to ass\;ss different policy scenarios. such as the ones needed tu folll1\\ up this
Green Paper.
Financing and charging for ports and maritime infrastructure
I I ,The ownership. organisation and administration of ports vary bet\\'een and \\"ithin i\1cmher States.
thus leading to great diversity in the port sector. While accepting that it should be left to the
Iv1ember States to decide upon the ownership and organisation. a key issue from a competition
point of view is the financial llo\\"s bet\vcen the public authorities. the purt authorities. the port
operators and the users of thc port Llcilities and services,
12,l.Intilno\\i the Commission has not considered public funding of port ini'rastructllre \\'hich is open
to all users as aid, However. as ports are increasingly considered as It..'rminals ha\ing main!:
commercial activities with greater im' o!\'cment of the pri\"ate sector. and competitiun is stwng c1n
a Community-wide basis. a dif1~rent approach could be desirab1c 11.11' the i'u t me , Therefore. thc
Commission finds that port inll'astrueture should be priced in such a \\ay that users should bear
the real costs of the port ser\"ices and facilities they consumc,
13. If the Union is to de\"clop a more uniform approach to port charges in the Community. a
i'rame\Vork should bc included in a proposal fl.lI" a (',)uncil directi\'c" The frame\\ork could be
bascd cH\ a principle uf rcco\'l.:ring thc cost of nc\\' imcstI1H.'nts. operating and extcrnal custs hl)th
tu ensurc tl"lt nL \\ iJ1\estnH.'nls are lkl11al1ll dri\'el1 and to L nSllrL' L\ir cl1mpetitiun betwcen ports in
thc Il1l1ger term, ,-\ltcntion shc1ldd bc gi\'en tu thL' need 1\.11" Ilc:\ibility to accul11modale the needs less developed regions and to take into account external costs in paralic! with other developments
in the transport sector.
LAs a first step, and in order to update the information on the financial 11o\Vs from the public sector
to the various types of ports in the Member States, the Commission intends to make an inventory
of public finance gi\'en to the main ports with international traffic as well as charging practices in
these ports, This information will be useful in the further elaboration of the charging framework
when for example, evaluating the possible impact of the implementation of the framework on port
tariff regimes and determining a suitable transition period,
15.1n the State aid field, and taking into account the information that will be obtained from improved
transparency of port financing, the Commission will continue to examine public financial support
for assets used by undertakings in carrying out commercial activities in ports, The Commission
considers financial support that benefits particular operators as distinct from others, as State aid
in accordance with the Treaty provisions, Such an approach will contribute to improving the
application of a cost recovery principle by ensuring that except for situations covered by the
derogations in the Treaty, investments will be financed by port undertakings on a commercial
basis and accordingly their cost passed on to users, The need to link rules on State aid to the
proposed framework on port charges will be considered in the context of setting up such a
framework,
lo,The implementation of a Community approach to port charging and financing would furthermore.
have to be progressive and dovetailed \vith the development of a general approach to
infrastructure charging and financing for all modes of transport. The Commission intends to
prepare a communication on an intermodal approach to this matter in 1998 which wilt on the
basis of the discussion on this Green Paper. address the existing approach to public investments in
infrastructure and suggest concrete steps on the development of an appropriate framework for
ports,
17.!vlaritime infrastrucnre outside the port area needs particular attention, In the case of coastal aids
to navigation a Coml1lunityinitiative should be prepared to establish the principles for charging
systems. aimed at tbe recovery of the development and inYestment costs of such aids, and a
mechanism to equitably share the financial burden with users, For local aids to navigation within
the port area and in its immediate approach as well as for dredging of approach channels to ports
the user-pays principle will have to be examined with caution in order to take adequately into
account the different geographical sitUations in which ports find themselves,
is,The future approach for Community support to ports should be in line with the approach taken for
port investments in general. Financing under the TEN- T budget line will be concentrated within
the port area on feasibility studies, EDI systems and support for combined transport. Priority will
also be, given to improving hinterland connections, especially rail and inland \vaterways.
Financing from the Cohesion Fund and ERDF will be a\'ailable, primarily serving such priorities
as better integration of ports into the TEN- T, improved connections \\ith the hinterland, and
refurbishment inside the port area,
Port  sct' vices  and mal' ket  access
Port services are to be seen as an integrated part of the maritimc transport system as they are
indispensable for the proper functioning of this mode of transport and thereby make an essential
contribution to the efficient and safe use of port and maritime infrastructure. Current practices
have given rise to complaints by users and potential suppliers of such senices about alleged
breaches of the EC Treaty, which the Commission is currently examining on a case by case basis,
as well as about divergent standards on safety and .service quality,
20,Complemcntary to the case by case approach, Community actjoli could bc L l1\isagL'd in the form
of developing a regul::Jtory frame\\"(1rk aiming at a more syslL'm:ltic libcralisatioll of the port
services market in the main ports with internatiollaltrartic ill order tt' est;lhlish. ()\\~r a reasol1ableperiod of time, Ii level playing field between and within Community ports while ensuring
compliance with port and maritime safety' standards. Such a new framework would in no way
prejudice the Commission s appraisal of any complaints made in individual cases Olfthe basis of
the competition rules.
2l,The objective of the liberalisation measures would be to ensure open access to the market for port
services through appropriate mechanisms and requirements on the basis of transparency, non-
discrimination and certain principles for charging, while determining an appropriate framework
for the implementation of public service obligations, whenever they are deemed necessary, as well
as -of the safety requirements. As an integral part of these measures, harmonised or, at least
minimulll standards for training and qualifications of the personnel and for the equipment
involved should be established at ED level. This ensemble of actions would be especially relevant
for the technical-nautical services in so far as they contribute to the efficient and safe use of port
and n'laritime infrastructure,
22,However, the heterogeneous nature of these services and the diverse nature of ports (in terms of
their size, function and geographical .characteristics), would require a differentiated approach to
the liberalisation of the various types of port services and provisions for specific situations
including the possibility to grant exemptions in certain cases where justified, Any steps towards
liberalisation would need to be introduced gradually in order to allow sufficient time for the sector
to adapt.
Comments are invited
23.1his Green Paper is intended to launch an active discussion involving the Council of the European
Union and the European Parliament, the Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of
the Regions, the port authorities, operators of the port and maritime industries and associated
interested pat1ies. together with the trade unions and other organisations representing the social
interests in the sector. Comments and opinions are invited on all the positions set out in this Green
Paper.
24,Comments should be sent to the European Commission, DGVII D/4, Rue de la Loi 200, B-I049
Brussels to the attention ofMr Aragon Morales (fax +3222953076) at the latest by 1 April 1998,
Comments may also be sent bye-mail to: ports-green-paper(q)dg7,cec,1. Introduction
1. The port sector handles more than 90%  of  the Union s trade with third countries and
approximately 30% of intra-Community traffic, as well as more than 2001 million passengers
every year. Tl).ere is, therefore, a clear need for a modern, efficient and competitive European port
sector which contributes to the principle of sustainable mobility and which enables maritime
transport to be integrated, together with the other transport modes, into the transp0l1 chain, This
has to be seen in the context  of  the great diversity which exists in the sector in terms  of  structure
operation, organisation and legal framework which all .show great regional differences,
2, The Treaty  of  Rome established the fundamental Community rules with regard to competition, State
aid, the freedom to provide services and the right  of  establishment. Furthem10re, the Maastricht
Treaty has introduced the principle  of  subsidiarity and laid down the rules concerning the
establishment  of  a trans-European transport network, which aims to create an integrated transp0l1
network in order to achieve the objectives  of  the single market and to strengthen economic and
social cohesion, Finally, the future enlargement  of  the European Union will see the extension 
the existing EU legislation, including that concerning trans-European networks, to the acceding
countries,
3, Competition between and within ports is increasing due to a number  of  factors, The realisation 
a liberalised internal market including the market in transpOli services, technological changes
including the application  of  information technology and standardisation  of  loading units, and the
development  of  the trans-European network are all drawing the different parts  of  Europe closer
together and providing transport organisers and users with greater choice in an intermodal
transport environment. This increased inter-changeability brings into sharper focus any factors
distorting trade t1ows between Member States and underlines the need for a Community
framework in order to ensure the principle  of  free and fair competition,
4, Ports are important not only as centres of regional economic and social development and as pmi 
the maritime transport system but also as interconnection points between seaborne and land-based
modes  of  transport. The Common Transport Policy, as set out in the Commission s White Paper
in 1992, emphasised the need to develop a more balanced transport S)~lCm by promoting more
environmentally friendly transport solutions such as intermodality and short sea shipping, From a
maritime and ports perspective this concept was further endorsed in the Commission
Communication on Short Sea Shipping (1995)2 and in the recent Communication "Shaping
Europe s Maritime Future (1996) , However, while European ports are handling more goods than
ever the scale of intra-European maritime traffic is not fllifimng expectations as a desired
alternative to a consistently increasing road transport sector.
.5, The port sector has so far not been at the centre  of  the European transport policy debate, The purpose
of  this paper is, therefore, to launch a discussion on the European port sector to identify those issues
which need to be addressed at Community level with a view to the development  where necessary,
coherent policies on individual port issues which should improve the performance of the sector while
supporting the economic and social needs  of  the Community, The main objectives  of  such policies
should be, firstly, to help increase port efficiency and improve port and maritime infrastructure by
integrating polis into the multimodal trans-European network and, secondly. to meet the
Community s responsibilities under the Treaty to ensure free and fair competition in the port
sector.
: According to Ilgurcs provided by tbe 1\klllber Stales
~ Thc Dc\'clopm~l1t oi" Short Sca Shipping in Europe: I'rnspccls and Challcngcs, COi\'1(,)5)J 17. 0),(11,
')), . "
Sh;lping Europc s Maritimc Fulurc" - a Contributiol110 thc Competitivencss oi" 1\1arilime IlIlluslri.'. s, (' ( 11\,1 (')(,)X.\ ni" 1, ')1).2. EU PORTS AND THE ECONOMY
1 In  g'eneral
6, 'EO ports handle approximately 2,7 billion tons of cargo per year (1996 figures), In addition, ports
provide essential cOlmections to, peripheral countries and islands and contribute to the
developrnent of the tourism industry, Turnover in EO ports, by maritime region, in 1993 was as
follows:
Region Deep Sea Inter-Regional Regional Total
Baltic Sea 121 266
North Sea 359 494 355 1209
Atlantic 136 219 374
Mediterranean 270 146 245 661
TOTAL 812 980 717 2510
Table  1,  Estimated turnover  in EU  ports  by region 1993  (million tonsI'
The main features of recent developments in these four regions are sunllIJ.arised in Almex I
7, Profound trends in trade libera1isation and globalisation of the world economy are having a
significant impact on international seaborne transport and pOlis, with long term effects difficult to
predict. These trends have drastically weakened the link between manufacturing and the location of
factors of production and have stimulated a noticeable shift in manufacturing activities towards
countries with a comparative advantage,
8. In their turn, too, developments in international transport and communication teclmologies have
been instrumental in shaping these processes. Containerisation and multimodal integrated transport
have revolutionised trading arrangements for higher value-added goods and have given
manufacturers and shippers more control and choice over the "production-transport-distribution
chain. Transport efficiency becomes even more necessary due to the nature of value-added goods
which require fast transit times from origin to destination in order to increase traders' turnover
and minimise inventory costs,
9, The capital-intensity of modem shipping, as a result of the need to achieve economies of scale
and to offer a more frequent service of higher quality, has led to considerable capital
concentration in the industry, Carriers are forming new alliances and logistic companies
, often
linked to European distribution services, Such rationalisation of services requires carriers to limit
their ports of call, Concentration of cargo in a limited number of ports may make it more viable
for high-volume modes such as rail to be used but it could alternatively lead to an increase in the
use of road transport and thus run counter to a policy of shifting freight transport from road to sea,
! O.Undoubtedly, further trade liberalisation will create new and stronger trade flows and demand for
shipping services, Industry observers are not yet clear as to the "type" of shipping required. On
the one hand, some see a continuing increase in ship sizes, On the other hand, others point out that
the trends of world-wide port development (making direct port calls financially attractive),
diseconomies of scale in major ports, the development of transport infrastructure in peripheral
Europe and a future road pricing policy less favourable to long-distance haulage could all lead to
smaller ships making direct port calls, The effect could be a more balanced traffic flow and port
development in Europe.
II, Whatever the likely future scenario, one thing remains clear. Europe s export competitiveness in
a global economy increasingly depends on efficient and cost effective transport and port systems,
" Figures eslilnatcd on the basis of UN Commodity Trade Statistics for 1993 and port turnover data provided by the !\kmber Stales,
, ,
\ directporl call is \\ hen a \ essc\ goes directly 10 the lina! port of destination instead of calling at a (large) hub port 
I1rsl in order to
relo;id the elrgo into ;1 smaller !"ceder vessel.Furthermore: the substantial emphasis the Union attributes to the development of trans-European
transport network, aiming at closer economic and social integration, creation of employment
growth, and sustainable mo~ility, emphasises the role ports have to play in the transport system.
Indeed, the' dt;velopment Qf the Union s multi modal network would be seriously incomplete
without including intercollilecting points such as ports.
12,The Commission, therefore, finds it important to promote the port sector through a number of
measures and actions' aimed at improving its overall performance: These include actions to
improve port efficiency, remove harmful obstacles to trade and promote improvements in port and
port-related infrastructure so that ports reach a high standard throughout the Community taking
into account the existing regional differences,
The changing role  of  ports in an increasingly competitive environment
I 3, In Europe, as in many other parts of the world, ports have ofteu been seen by governments as
growth-poles and fulcrums of national and regional development,6 and ports were often used as
instruments of regional planning, Many Member States have done so by steering St1ite investment
through regional policies, towards ports and port-related infrastructure, in order to encourage
national development. Over time, the major European ports have become commercial transport
and service centres for international and intermodal transportation with increasing container and
roll on - roll off (Ro-Ro) facilities. For these kinds of operations, the cargo handling services are
now largely standardised and rationalised and therefore less labour intensive, However, these
ports still create value added activities by becoming handling, service, distribution and logistics
centres for all modes of transport, providing new telematic and technological solutions, less
burdensome administrative procedures and becoming active commercial players in tIle transport
chain.
14,The completion of the internal market and the existence and further development of inland
transport networks across Europe has intensified competition among pOlis significantly,
particularly competition aimed at attracting unitised transhipment cargo, The disappearing
national (captive) hinterlands mean that pricing, port development and financing decisions of a
particular port may have marked effects on its neighbours, nationally ",nd internationally, This
raises the question of the relevance and desirability of a more co-ordinated approach to pOli
development at pan-European level aimed inter alia at ensuring that ports compete on sound
commercial grounds, both for existing and new trade, and at the' same time highlighting the
crucial role of ports in the optimisation of trans~European transport network. However, it must be
borne in mind that ports are part of the overall transport system and that investment and pricing
policies in other modes of transport may seriously affect them, Therefore, a new approach to the
port sector should also be seen in the broader intermodal context.
3. EU PORTS AND THE COMMON TRANSPORT POLICY
General
15,Although ports have so far not been at the centre of the development of the common transport
policy, their importance to the transport system is already reflected by their inclusion in a
significant number of Community policies, Past and current developments in these fields are
summarised in this chapter, Subsequent chapters address in greater detail two areas of particular
importance for the future development of the common transport policy: financing and charging
for infrastructure and port services,
" Characteristic c~amplcs lit" this approach call be' ("'/Ill ' in thc Maritimc  Industrial Dcyclopll1cnl /\rcas (MII)/\) or Rollcrdam.
\III\\"o.:rp, I,c Ilayrc, l\'larscilic and Gcnoa,The  role of ports  in the Trans-European Transport  Network
16,Articles 129 band c of the Treaty on the European Union govern the development  pf  the trans-
European trmisport network (TEN- T), It requires the EU to promote the interconnection and
interoperability of national networks and access to them, taking into account the need to link
island, landlocked and peripheral regions of the Union with its more central areas. The aim is to
enable citizens of the Union, economic operators and regional and local communities to derive
full benefit from the internal market. Clearly, interconnection, interoperability and TEN-
optimisation in general cannot be achieved if ports are not included in the equation as a crucial
element of an integrated European transport network.
17Jn brief, the objectives of -including ports in the TEN- T strategy can be sunl.m,arised as:
Increasing the efficiency of the European transport system;
Encouraging growih of intra EU trade and trade with third countries including the Community
nearest neighbours (EFT A. Central and Eastern Europe, Mediterranean and North Africa);
. Overcoming congestion of the main land-corridors and minimising the external costs of European
transport by contributing to the development of short sea shipping:
Improving the accessibility of peripheral regions and strengthening the economic and social
cohesion within the Community by enhancing the Community's internal maritime links, paying
particular attention to island and peripheral regions,
18.The guidelines? for the development of TEN- T, setting out the priorities of the EU' s transport
infrastructure policy, do not include a map of ports, HO\vever. fol1o\\"ing a request from the
Parliament when the guidelines were adopted, the port element is now being adapted in order to
include a map of ports and revised criteria for identifying projects of common interest. The
inclusion of seaports as important interconnection points is consistent \\ith the concept of a
multimodal network. Objective criteria, such as freight turnover figures. have been employed to
establish the ports to be included in the map, FUlihermore, it must take into account that one of the
aims of EU transport pDlicy is to promote short sea shipping and that the maritime element of the
network often ensures important links to peripheral areas and islands, This would imply including
ports in all parts of the Union in \vhich projects eliminating bottlenecks can be located, while
keeping in mind that including too many ports could be counterproductive to short sea shipping
which requires a concentration of cargo to be feasible, It will therefore, be necessary also in the
future to consider introducing additional. objective criteria for the identification of ports that
could enhance the integration of ports into the multi modal chain,
19.1n order to integrate ports into the multimodal network, priority needs to be given to projects of
common iriterest which improve missing links between the ports and other modes, in particular
railways and inland waterways, and to the implementation of Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)
projects, The funding of such projects will be discussed in Chapter IV of this paper.
Action The Commission considers the full integration of ports into the TEN- T desirable fol' the
establishment of the multimodal network taking into account, in particular, the need to
ensure links to the peripheral al'eas and to encourage short sea shipping. A proposal to
adapt the 'present guidelines for the development ofTEN-T accordingly is being presented
in parallel to this Green Paper.
Connections  to  neighbouring third countries
lO.The Treaty and the TEN-T guidelines permit co-operation with neighbouring countries in order to
promote projects of mutual interest and ensure the interoperability of nd\\orks at a pan-European
level. One of the aims is to connect the TEN-T with networks outside the Union, particularly withl
7 Decision NO 1692/96/I:C \,1' the Europcan Parliamcnt and or thl' Councilor 23 .1111: I ()9(, (In C\I111111lIni!y (,lIidelincs ror Ih
Developmcnt orthc trans-Eurnplannd\\nrk,Central and Eastern Europe and the Mediterranea!1 area, This has become even more important in
the light of the forthcoming enlargement of the EU in order to achieve a full integration of the
acceding countries. To facilitate this integration and prepare for accession, the Comil1ission has.
launched a process of Transport Infrastructure Needs Assessment (TINAt The port and maritime
sector is of considerable .importance to the economies of a number of those countries expected to
join in the first round of accession and substantial investment will be needed in transport
operations and infrastructure (including ports) both prior to, and following, accession to promote
their convergent development with the rest of the Community.
21,Givel1 the opportunitiesan~ initiatives for increased trade between the ED and neighbouring third
countries, it is a desirable objective to promote standards in these ports, particularly those
involved in major trade flows with the EU, which are comparable to standards found in the Union,
In general, this means continuing the process of rehabilitation and modemisation, the
implementation of basic standards concerning safety and environmental protection and, where
necessary, improving security, monitoring and registration arrangements for cargo, Community
funds From the PHARE and T ACIS programmes (in the Baltic, Adriatic and Black Sea Regions)
and the MEDA9 programme (Mediterranean Region) could offer assistance towards the
achievement of these goals, Furthermore, Waterborne Working Trans ort Groups have been set
up in order to actively encourage co-operation by identifying projects of mutual interest.
Action The future enlargement of the ED emphasises the need for .extending the TEN-T to our
neighbouring countries. The Commission will continue to work with all neighbouring
third countries in the relevant fora in order to identify projects of mutual interest and to
use available funds in the most efficient manner.
3.4  Ports  as  transfer points in the intermodal transport chain
.2 2, I mermodal it)' is an essential component of the European Union 5 Common Transport Policy for
:;uslail1ablc mobility, Its objective is to develop a framework for an optimal integration of the
difti:'rentl110des and utilisation of their capacities, so as to enable ::1\1 efficient use of the transport
system through seamless, customer-oriented, door-to-door services favouring innovation and
.. 
competItIOn etween transport operators.
23, Ports are crucial connecting points in intermodal transport, transferring goods and passengers
between maritime and land-based modes. Higher port efficiency thus contributes to the integration
of modes in a single system, allowing better use of rail 
I I, inland \vaterways and sea transport:
modes that by themselves do not always allow door-to-door delivery as is the case for road
transport.
2-+.0nc of the main requirements of intermodality, and a prime objccti\'c in the development of the
TFN-T, is that transport modes are physically linked, for example through better hinterland
connections to ports, However, successful intermodality is dependent on a number of equally
important factors that have to be identified and addressed in thc future. For example, the use of
morc than one transport mode results in additional transfer costs, the risk of reduced reliability
and more complex administrative procedures, The use of modern information systcms is crucial in
this respect. Such systems are already in use in the larger European ports but are still important
Ihl' II \: , \ procc,;,; \\  as initiated b) tile joint nlCctin~ or tile Transport Council and tll.: ),1 ini,lers of the ten ace.:din~ countri.:s in
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1 ()missing links in other parts of the Union . The aim for future projects in the field of inter modality
will be to ensure interoperability and interconnection between such systems e.g. to develop one
common information system optimising communication between the port and its- customers,
reducing paper requirements and improving the service and management of ports, Equally
i111portant are measures such as standardisation of loading units
l3 and harmonisation of relevant
regulations.
Action In order to optimise the role of ports in the door-to-door transp?rt chain proper
.infrastructure links to the TEN-T are vital. However, equally important are other
measures such as standardisation of loading units, integration of telematics etc. The
Commission will support actions to improve the port' s p.osition as intermodal transfer
points including financing of research and demonstration projects in the area of
management systems, and measures to foster innovation and to SUPPOl't the development
of a competitive intermodal transport system.
Ports and the development  of  short  sea  shipping in Europe
25.The promotion of environmentally friendly modes of transport, in particular short sea shipping.
and their effecti\:e integration in multimodal transport chains and networks is a central objective
of the Union s transport policy. However, despite the increasing turnowr in European ports.
intra-European maritime traffic has not as yet been able to demonstrate a distinctive increase in its
market share  vis  (I  is  that of the road transport sector. A number of factors can account for this
including terminal costs and turnaround times, lack of appropriate infrastructure, institutional
rigidities in ports, poor adaptability to multimodal transport systems and lack of information to
shippers.
26.In its Communication on Short Sea Shipping , the Commission set out a framework of initiatives
i1ecessary to promote short sea services in Europe, stressing the need for improwd IJort efficiency,
Within the Maritime Industries Forum. created by the Commission in 1992. the panel on Short
Sea Shipping has repeatedly addressed these issues and made recommendations to the Industry.
the tvlember States and the Commission, An important issue in this respect has been the
complexity of documentary and procedural requirements in ports. givet1 that b. number of
cumbersome procedures and practices still exist, mostly beyond the port" s own control. that
impose significant costs on commercial operators and put maritime transport at a disadvantage
compared to other modes, The Commission is, therefore, currently undertaking a fact-finding
study to identify requirements in ports that affect maritime trade in Europe. and compare them
with those prevailing in inland transport. Customs requirements and the efficiency of customs
authorities in processing documentation are particularly being addressed, In this context
implementation of EOI systems is seen as an important tool to improve the now Qt information
between cllstom authorities and the othei' parties in the transport chain, I f needed. the Commission
will recommend actions aimed at the streamlining of procedures and integrate them into maritimc
transport and across the transport chain as a whole,
27 .The Commission has put forward in July 1996 a draft Council Regulation 
15 which provides for
the extension of the P ACT16 programme, The new PACT provides for support to combined
transport projects including short sea shipping, A nllmber of projects arc already being developed
with PACT support in the framework of the 1997 exercise,
,~ Thc Commission is suppol1ing thc dc\clopmcnt of such systems in the framc\\ (Irk of thc ,;peei lic fran,;port I'rogran1111c of Coml11llllilv
Rcscarch and Dcvelopmcnt (li'JTERI'ORT and  BOI'CO;-'l) and within thc framcwork "fthc Inli1rmation ~1)eicly (/\ L\RTR;\N~),
\1 ,
\ ncl\" COST Action (COST 339) on technical and cconomic cl)(lditions for thc I-:uropcan II ide opcration of ,;lI1all int~rnwdal
transport units (small containers), is currently ulllkr preparation, This action is aiming 10 dc\ dol' prL-,;tanlbrds,
\ rhL' Dc\' clol1l11cnt 111' Short Sca ~hipping in I-:uwpc: Prospects and Chalkngcs,  C()~1('):'i):117- 
()),
(lh
')),
Ct)1I1;1)(,:3-,:'ilin;lIof27.1uh  \')')(1.
,.. I' ilo! .. \dions for Col11hinc'd -Tr'lI1,;pon.28,Co~operation among all parties in the transport chain is necessary if short sea operators are to be
effectively and competitively engaged in door-to-door transport solutions, Notwithstanding
commercial considerations, co-operation among ports should be encouraged, particularly in the
area of telematics, the streamlining of procedures and the exchange of know-how,
29,However, one of the most important factors that could be instrumental in boosting Short Sea
Shipping in Europe is a cost recovery pricing policy in road transport that would better intemalise
its external costs. Such a policy, already suggested by the Commission in its Green Paper  Towards
a Fair and Efficient Pricing in Transport  , is expected to make competition among ports and
transport systems fairer and more efficient, leading to a more balanced distribution of traffic
across Europe.
Actioll The Commission will continue to see the development of short sea shipping as one of the
priorities of the future transport policy. In doing so, it will consider ways to streamline
procedures in ports, give priority to short sea projects in the framework of the TEN-
continue to support actions in the framework of Research and Development and of the new
PACT programme. Furthermore, the Commission intends to take the issue of pricing in the
different transport modes fonv.ard with a new communication on infrastructure charging in
a multimodal perspective.
Maritime  safety  and the environment
30.POlis are the most obvious points where compliance with intel11ational or EC maritime safety
regulations can best be checked and unifonnly enforced. The Community s maritime safety policy,
aimed at the elimination of sub-standard shipping thmugh the proper enforcement of international
legislation. is primarily focused on ships, However, the policy has also a direct impact on ports, as it
requires them to co-operate (n the implementation or enforcement of the legislationlS and to ensure a
high level of port selTices such as pilotage, mooring and towage that are intrinsically related to the
safety of ships, Equally. the absence of unifonTI application of safety rules among ports can lead to
distOliions of competition and this is an impOliant consIderation to be taken into account when
examining possible new initiatives in the field of maritime safety,
31,The Commission is culTently examining the conditions for the harmonised application within the
Community of various provisions of the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) in relation to
cargo-handling operations. The mandatory application by ship and terminal operators of the draft
IMO Code of Practice for the safe loading and unloading of bulk calTiers, as ""ell as its enforcement
through port State control, would significantly enhance safety in this area, Fmihermore. compliance
with regulations concerning stowage and securing of cargo and safety of cargo lifting equipment
such as the Convention of the International Labour Organisation (ILO) nO 152 on occupational
risks , will corftribute to the safety and protection of workers involved in cargo operations,
32.In the area of envirOlU11ental protection, a number of intel11ational conventions, codes and
resolutions have been issued by the IMO, The Community has already started to take measures
towards the convergent implementation of these international rules and legisIation20 and port
authorities will have to play an essential role, Perhaps the most relevant upcoming legislation
affecting pOliS in this respect ,viII be a proposal for a Directive on the use of waste reception
facilities in European ports, which tbe Commission services are currently drafting, This proposal
I; To\\' ards Fair and Efflci~nt Pri~ing in Transport: Policy Options for Intcrnalising th~ Ext~rnal Costs of Transport in th.: Europ~an
Union, CO;\-!(95)691 , tlna!. -
The uniform enforc~ment of int~rnational ruks f()r all ships op~raling in Community \\'at~rs is th~ purpose or Dir~ctive 95121/1'(:
on Port Stat~ Control (PSC), The Directiv~ requests port authorities and pilotage sen-iLes to co-I'perate by providing r.:kvant
information and assisting I'SC inspectors in det~ctillg 'Iud targeting sub-standard ships I~)r pril)!"i!y insp~(ti,lns, I" Occupational Safely and lI~al1h (D,JCk\\'ork) Col1\'
.:ntion (1979),
:,. Legislation has already b~~n adopt~d 1(11" (i) IlUtillcation r~quir~l11~nts for ships carrying dangcrous or pll!luting goods. and (ii)
pmmotiou of cnvironm~ntally fri~ndly oil tankers (SI\"I" R(gulation),springs from the reco.gnitio.n that operatiOl1"al discharges from ships are at an unacceptable level in
spite af the o.bligatio.ns under the MARPOL co.nvention, The draft Directive is being designed to
enhance the present availability and adequacy of reception facilities in ED parts and 
to. 'secure their
use by ships, The prevention o.f operational ar intentio.nal oil spills at Sea should furthermore be
enhanced by the elaboration o.f wide-scale monito.ring pro.grammes
, .
and measures such as training
and more efficient legal int~rventions.
33.h).frast~uctUre projects can have a negative impact an the environment and have always to. be
co~lsidered ~n the context of enviro.nmental legislation and through appropriate enviro.nmental
impact assessment. Ports are o.ften in pro.ximity to. po.pulated areas, o.rareas where particular
attentio.n must be given to protected ar endangered habitats and species. As a result, part
development is often confro.nted with special circumstances and constraints. Community
legislatio.n is already in place to. address this problem and pramate environmentally friendly
salutians, such as the Directive an enviranmental impact assessment
21 and the Wild Birds and
Habitats Directive
34.In addition, new part develapments should also be cansidered in the light of ' an integrated
framework for coastal planning taking into accaunt the socia-eco.nomic and environmental needs
and constraints of the surrounding coastal area, The proposed Co.uncil Directive on the assessment
of the effe~ts of certain plans and programmes an the environment , which has been adopted by
the Commission, coulQ play an impartant role in this regard, Strategic enviranmental assessment
o.ftransport development plans will improve the cansideration af alternatives and the involvement
of the various autho.rities and the public in the planning process. Furthermo.re, with assistance
fram the Commission, the EUrapean Seaports Organisation (ESPO) has published  Code of
Conduct  providing a quality framework far a programming action with respect to. the protectian 
the enviro.nment within port areas,
3S,New technology and more efficient operations should be seen as better aptio.ns through making
the best use of existing facilities instead af providing new ones, In areas with a large number o.f
ports, better co-ordination and specialisation among them co.uld also reduce the demand for new
part development. Finally, demand driven decisions can also. help in this direction, as they will
reduce the risk o.f over capacity and foster efficiency in ports, Where new developments are
needed environmental regulations must be properly and consistently applied,
The Commission will continue its efforts to ensure effective and uniform enforcement of
compliance with international legislation rules by all ships entering EU ports and the
hal'monised application within the Community of IMO and ILO provisions related to the
ship/pod interface, such as cargo-handling, techno-nautical services and protection of
workers involved in cargo operations. Furthermore, the Commission finds it is important
to ensure environmentally friendly solutions in the port sector and at sea, such as
enhancing the present availability and adequacy of reception facilities in all EU ports. 
order to improve the integration of environmental considerations in the planning of por~
development, the Commission will continue to promote the development of integrated
coastal planning and management, including strategic environmental assessment. The
Commission will continue its work in fostering new technology in order to make port
operations .as efficient as possible and to ensure a better use of existing facilities.
ActiOIl
Count:il Dircctivc of 27 .Iunc 1985 on thc asscssmcnt of thc effects of certain public and private projccts on the environment
amended by the Council Dircctivc 97/11 of March 1997.
Council Directivc of 2 April 1979 on the conservation of wild birds (79/409lEEC) and Council Directivc of 21 May 1992 on the
conservation or natural habitats and of wild fauna and 110m (92/43/EEC).
~1 CO!\'I(96) 511 final OJ CJ29of25 April 1997.Research and development
36,Asubstantial part of the currently ongoing specific R&D programme on transport is gedicated to
ports-related research including those already mentioned favouring intennodality and short sea
shipping . These actions include public/private'finance~ R&D projects developing information
and communication, cargo tracking and tracing and AEI2) systems; analyses of the administrative
information and organisational framework of ports; and accordingly developing decision support
tools for (re-) organisation, resource planning and management of ports and their role as transfer
points in the intennodal transport chain, They address also enviroi1mental issues such as the
application of MARPOL rules in ports, efficient dredging and the relations between ports and
their urban environment. Complementary research on new transhipment technologies is currently
addressed by the Industrial and Materials Technologies (IMT) Programme,
37,New technologies such as Geographic Information Systems, and in particular Electronic Chart
Display and Information Systems (ECDIS) , are currently being assessed and integrated to
support traffic management in port areas and therefore improve efficiency and safety of
navigation, The development of a Cargo Black Box (CBB) will contribute to the facilitation of
customs procedures in ports and should therefore provide, in the future, a remedial tool for one of
the major obstacles to a more widespread use of short sea shipping, Newly developed
methodologies such as Formal Safety and Environmental Assessment (FSEA) will also provide
indexes to assess quality, safety and environmental measures. Among the .environmental
initiatives are the Commission s demonstration programme on integrated coastal management.
The aim of this programme is, amongst others, to improve the co-operation between authorities
and individuals involved in coastal development.
Actioll The Commission will continue to support maritime and port projects under the present
and future R&D programmes. The Commission has included in its proposal for the 5th
Framework Programme on Research and Developmene7 two key actions which are
relevant to port related research: "Sustainable Mobility" and "Marine Technology . The
aim will be to improve the operability, reliability, economic performance and
environmental compatibility of ports and to develop ports as part of the intermodal
transport chain. For example a major challenge will be the inte!frationof commercial
and safety-related information. Future R&D should also provide tools to allow policy
makers to assess different policy scenarios, including those needed to follow up this
Green Paper.
4. FINANCING AND CHARGING FOR PORTS AND MARITIME INFRASTRUCTURE 
Diversity  of  national approaches and current trends
.38,The tlnancing of ports and maritime infrastructure in Europe and policies on charging their users
vary considerably, reflecting the considerable differences in the way in which their ownership and
organisation has been approached, Ports may be owned by the State, regional or local
governments or by private enterprises, Their management are often dependent on public
authorities and subject to different degrees of regulation and supervision,: In the past, ports tended
to be seen mainly as trade facilitators and growth poles for regional and national development
providing services of general economic interest by the public sector and which principally were to
;' Actions to promotc SSS is alrcady being undertaken within the 4th Framcwork Programme on R&D through the Concerted Action
~'n Short Sea Shipping.
" Automatie equipmcnt identitkalion
," In addition to the transport R&D programme there are currently t\Vo COST Actions addressing !'(1r! issues. namely COST 330 as
mentioned berore and COST 326 on Electronic Chart Display and Inltlrlnation S\'stems, ;7 COM(97) 142 be paid for by the taxpayer. Whereas now the trend has increasingly moved towards considering
ports as commercial entities which ought to recover their costs entirely from port users who
benefit from them directly,. At the same time, certain port and maritime infrastructllre such as
breakwaters and certain navigation aids, have in the great majority of Member States been
traditionally regarded as public goods , while a number of port services (mainly the nautical-
technical ones described be10w) also carry public service obligations due to their relationship to
port safety and the protection of the environment.
39.Despite the wide variety of approaches to financing port facilities and services, however, there is a
discernible current trend towards greater private participation in port activities, particularly those
of a predominantly commercial nature such as cargo handling, As a result, financing of port
facilities for such purposes is increasingly becoming the responsibility of the private sector, while
the port authorities tend to restrict themselves more and more to their "landlord" role and the
financing and operation of those facilities which are essential to the safe and efficient operation of
the port as a whole. At the same time, there are indications that in future some ports may seek to
develop a more active commercial role, in co-operation with private partners inside and outside
the port, to provide a door-to-door service to customers.
40,The trend towards greater private sector participation in ports can be explained by both current
economic considerations and by a notic~able shift in attitude regarding the function and role 
ports, Firstly, the need for projects to be economically or even financially viable is seen as a
necessary discipline in circumstances where resources for infrastructure development have proved
to be SCarce and when the involvement of the private sector, either on its own or in the form of
public/private partnerships, is accepted as a growing and desirable development.
29 Second, the
fact that ports are used mostly for commercial ends, the often narrow range of users they serve and
the typically private organisational structures they adopt, differentiates them from the pure public
goods to which they had often been compared, Thus, the port industry is increasingly viewed as
. moving from a situation where predominantly public capital was used to provide common user
facilities, to one \vhere capital from different sources is being used to provide terminals which
Serve the logistical requirements of more narrowly defined groups of commercial users, In such a
way, the "general economic interest" argument loses weight, leading to a more commercial
attitude towards pricing and infrastructure funding,
EU approach  to  date
-+ I ,At the level of the EU, financing and charging for port and maritime infrastructure has been
approached with some caution, given the variety of approaches at national level.
42.As regards State aid policy, the Commission has taken the view that public investment in port
infrastructure which is accessible to all users on a non-discriminatory basis is not to be considered
as State aid within the meaning of Article 92 of the EC TreatlO, Such investments have thus been
considered as general measures, being expenditures incurred by the State in the framework of its
responsibilities for planning and developing a transport system in the interests of the general
public, The same applies to navigation aids and other maritime infrastructure of benefit to the
whole maritime community, On the other hand, where particular investments favour certain
operators rather than others, they are considered to be aid but may benefit from the exemptions
provided for in the Treaty, for example, in the case of regional development projects which are
exempted under Article 92 (3) (c),
~g In the sense that (i) no particular user can be excluded from thcir use if he/she is not prepared to share in the costs of their
production: (ii) the consumption of user A does not affect the consumption of user B:and (iii) the cost of their 'productiQn does not
vary with consumption,
~'J ,
\s has been stressed in the tinal report of the I ligh Level Group on Public-Private Partnership Financing of trans-Eumpean
Transport Net\\ork Projccts (VI !l321/!)7) and followed up with a communication of the Commission COM(97) 453 lina!.
'" ()pL 1l use of the port infrastructure is usually considered to imply that access should he opell to (i) aU uscrs (,1' the Illcility, i.c,
,hil'l'L'L'" c 'cls alld (ii1 allY l'peratm that is illten:sled in operatillg the Illcility: fur L':o.ample hy 'L'lecting the opeGltor through an open
kl"krlo~ I'r"cc'durL',43,An essential condition for the effective and fair application of the State aid provisions outlined
above is financial transparency of port accounts, Such accounts should identify the financial flows
from the public authorities to the port sector and allow meaningful comparisons across ports to be
made, Currently, however, due to the complexity of the institutional and fil1ancial regimes for
pons and maritime infrastructure in Europe, the financial relationships 
betv;een the public sector
the ports and other undertakings operating within them are often not clear.
44,The Commission Directive 80/723
31 on the transparency of financial relations between Member
States and public undertakings applies to public ports whose annual turnover 
exceeds 40 MECD
during the two financial years preceding that in which public funds are made available. However
irrespective of the turnover, the Commission requests information from the Member States
whenever it suspects that State aid may have been granted to certain ports, for example, following
complaints, According to existing case-law in this area, the Member States are obliged to provide
information at the request of the Commission also in situations where economi~ activities of an
industrial or commercial nature are integrated into the State administration,
45.The Commission is currently examining possible amendments to the transparency Directive in
order to be able to request information about financial flows within undertakings with a view to
verifying possible crosS subsidisation, The obligation to keep separate accounts for different
activities would apply to all those undertakings, public or private, irrespective of their turnover
which on the one hand operate in reserved sectors for which they receive compensation (exclusive
rights or subsidies) for public service obligations and on the other. operate in non-reserved sectors
in competition with other enterprises,
46,
";.
s regards policy on the Trans-European Transport network (TEN-T), the approach has been to
assist port and porHelated actions of common . interest only with feasibility studies, thus
recognising that there can be strong competition for trade between ports and that care should
therefore be taken not to distort those relationships, Accordingly. port and port-related projects of
common interest can. at present, be located in any Community port. The projects can be located in
the port area or they can provide the p0l1 \:vith better maritimelriver access or link it to the TEN land
network, Emphasis is placed on projects which improve port efficiency a.1d eliminate bottlenecks.
The Commission considers the projects against a set of objective criteria, including a criterion
relating to potential economic viability, and also against ba~kground information about maritime
transport and port systems in the Union, No attempt has been made to impose a centrally
determined system of port development nor in general to playa leading role in providing new port
capacity,
47,At the same time, in eligible regions. the Cohesion Fund and ERDF have been used to support
new and improved facilities necessary for economic development and the fulfilment of public
service obligations such as the provision of accessibility to peripheral ::!r(~as, while taking into
account the framework established by the TEN-T guidelines , All Cohesion Fund countries and
many areas covered by the ERDF are on the periphery of the EU, having substantial coastlines and
often many islands, A well-integrated maritime sector will accordingly contribute to the
development of the single market and to a more balanced economic dewlopment. as envisaged in
the Treaty,
48. l-lowcvcr. ports in these regions havc to be adequately prepared to take on the challenge, Many
ports concerned .are characterised by lower levels of efficiency, Improvements are necessary to
ensure that existing and future facilities are used as effectively as possible. to enable ports to take
their share of the increased traffic in the single market and to allow them to play their proper part
in a more balanced distribution of traffic, It should also be kept in mind that the lack of 
L1cilities at
'I Col11mission i)ir~cli\"l: SOI723/EEC \ OJ L 1')5 of 2') July I ')SO). as al11~nd~d b) Dir~Cli\ ~ X5 ' II:; I'.FC (l).i I 22() (It" 2X ,\ugtlsl
I 'IS5) in ord~r to cover. II1(er lllill,  the transport s~cl('r.
;; Decision N" I (,'I2i')(),T:c.
I ()one end of the maritime chain can eventually damage the efficiency and imagc of maritimc
, transport as a whole, The aim is thus to bring ports at both "ends" up to the highest possible
standards in order to benefit the overall port system,
49,As regards charging policies, the EO has not so far intervened, leaving these to be decided at
national, regional or local level except in so tar as they may be relevant in assessing public
interventions as State aids,
Search for  new  direction
50.1n recent years, however, trends in port organisation and financing have led to calls for a new
direction in EO policy,
51 , study on European seaports ordered by the European Parliament in 1993
3-1
. while
acknowledging that there are different financing arrangements in individual ports which need to
be respected, concluded that there is no fundamental difference bet\veen investments in port
infrastructure and other capital intensive investments in industrial complexes. Therefore, there is
no reason for adopting a completely different approach to port investments, and consequently no
justification as to why the direct users should not bear the costs of such in\"estments, The study
suggested that the ' introduction of market principles in infrastructure \\'olls. except for those
related to maritime access and defence, would be the most effective remedy to avoid the risk of
creating wasteful overcapacity
35 and possible distortions of trade nOVy
S bet\\\~en 1',,1ember States,
52 ,Indeed, the liberalisation of transport markets and the development of the TEN~ T has resulted in
intensified competition between ports , For example, the development of the Trans-European
Rail Freight Freeways connecting both Northern and ?outhern ports with central industrial areas
wiII draw Europe closer together and further intensify competition bet\\een ports in ditTerent
regions, in particular, in the field of container traffic where considerable ,~.ro\\th rates have been
seen in the last 5 years (see Annex II maps 1-5), The increasingLy competiti\e situation is calling
into question the EO' :; policy on ports as it has de\'eloped to date,
:'.
~ .The same applies to the trend for an increasing number of ports w recon:r at least sOl11e
infrastructure investments costs through related port charges, Fundamental considerations of fair
competition and economic efficiency suggest that in this context as ~n others. transport users
should as a matter of principle be paying the cost of the infrastructure \\'hich they exploit.
Moreover, mobilisation of private capital to finance sensible investments \\ill not be attractivc 
public funds can be used else\vhere to finance competing developments with .little or no guarcll1tce
of an adequate return, A sound allocation of resources in the port sector as a \\' hole will depend nn
investment decisions being taken within a coherent framework for ensuring that costs are passed
on to port users,
54,ln developing this framework. however, a number of factors must be kept in mind which \vill
affect the manner in which the user-pays principle is applied at Community level. First. as
indicated above. port organisation varies considerably between and even within f'v'lember States,
Some of these forms of organisation are complex and deeply rooted in the history of port
development in Europe, There is a need for analysis of these different situations as a pre-condition
to successfully designing a framework which respects, to the greatest extent possible. different
;~ 
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loward,!'air;ludl'lIicielltl' ricil1gil1 rrallsporl.('()~!(')S)(, ()llil1, 20. 12. 1(1(IS,long established tI:aditions, Second, a number of European ports are located in less developed and
peripheral areas or on islands. Often, these ports represent the only link to the rest of the Union
and constitute the centre of significant economic activity in their region, They are therefore
important parameters in the Union s cohesion policies which will need to be respected if the cost
based charging principle is to be given a more systematic application, Finally, the
interdependence of transport modes and related infrastructure, some of them falling under
different legal and financial regimes, necessitates not only a consistent step-by-step approach to
the financing and pricing of port infrastructure, starting from investrrients within the port, but also
coherence with developments concerning the pricing of other transport infrastructure as well .
the provision of ample time for ports to adjust. Special attention has to be given to the
Community s policy on combined transport.
4.4  Towards a Community framework  on  port financing and charging
55.If the Union is to develop a more uniform approach to ensuring that the costs of ports and
maritime infrastructure are charged to the users it will require to proceed in stages in a number of
fields: charging practices and systems including transparency of port financing and development
of State aid rules. Any new approach will have to be co-ordinated with the TEN-T and other
financial support for infrastructure development.
5 A  framework for  ort  charging
56,Traditionally a distinction is made at management and administrative levels between the services
and facilities inside the port and infrastructure outside the port area (hinterland connections and
maritime access),
Within the port
57,Thecurrent diverse arrangements for port financing and charging involve growing distortions of
competition. Subsidies can allow ports and operators to reduce prices and divert business, The
State aid regime permits certain situations to be addressed but according to the existing
Commission approach public financing of infrastructure represents a general measure of economic
policy which cannot be controlled by the Commission under the Treaty rules on State Aid as long
as the use of the infrastructure is open to all potential users in a non discriminatory way,
Reconsidering this approach for ports would obviously have an impact on infrastructure financing
in general. This issue will, however. be looked at in the communication on .infrastructure charging
that the Commission will prepare in 1998, In order to address the distortion of competition, the
Commission will examine the possibility of developing a framework for port charging, This is the
approach explored in this Green paper and developed below.
58,A Community framework on port charges would require charges to be linked with costs and
contain guidelines on the extent to which port charges should reflect the cost of infrastructure
investments, It would form the subject matter of a Council directive establishing an appropriate
framework whilst leaving sufficient scope for divergent traditions in port organisation, This could
take the form of minimum requirements on charging principles that would have to be met
throughout the Community,
59,Port charging systems in the Community differ considerably between European ports, They
nevertheless include certain basic elements such as a description ,of the port facility and services
covered by each type of port charge, the basis of the individual charges and the method of
calculation, In general, three types of payment can be distinguished in the ports38 - those 
related to
the provision of services and facilities to enable a ship to enter safely and use the port; payments
for specific services or supplies rendered; and rents or charges for the use of land or equipment
owned by the port. Depending on the individual port. these charges reflect to varying degrees the
use of services and facilities both of which should be addressed in a future charging frame\vork,
Report or an enquiry into the eurrent situation in the major Community sea porls , I-:'-;I' . 1'1'1("As regards the former, the future framework could lay down certain general principles for a
charging system for port services with a view to ensuring that the prices charged reflect the cost of
the services provided (see also chapter 5).
60,As for intrastructure different charging approaches are possible: I) Average cost pricing, which
would guarantee full cost recovery; 2) charging for operating costs only; and 3) marginal cost
pricing (those methods are developed further in Annex III), Ports in some Member States are
already reflecting, to varying degrees, infrastructure costs in port charges, the extreme being in
certain countries where ports are privately owned and/or operated as commercial entities and
recover all new investments and maintenance costs of infrastructure fully from users.
61.The: long term objective of an infrastructure pricing policy should, in principle, be to charge for
marginal social costs which cover capital, operating and externae9 costs of infrastructure use, This
policy would ensure that port customers' are faced with  all costs that their transport decisions
imply for society as a whole, The approach would maximise economic welfare and promote
economic efficiency as long as this principle also applies to other related markets, Provided that
investments decisions are made on a rational economic basis such an approach would, over time
lead to a high degree of cost recovery, The application of this principle to the port sector would
ensure that investments are demand driven because only investments for which there is market
demand can be recouped financially, If tile principle is applied systematically across Europe it
would make a significant contribution to ensuring fair competition in the port sector,
62.The alternative of imposing the principle of average cost pricing (full infrastructure cost recovery)
would, in the current situation, be characterised by overcapacity in some regions, lead to strong
increases in port charges as past investments inports would also have to be fully recovered. More
importantly. it would lead to significant inefficiencies since there is no economic rationale for
requiring current users to pay for sunk costs,
63,At the other extreme, requiring charges to be aligned with operating costs only would not come
close to pl'oviding user~ with meaningful signals regarding the costs that their transport decisions
imply. In particular, this approach.vould not cover the costs of new investments, As a result
pricing would be inefficient, the port sector would continue to incur large financial deficits, fair
competition between EO ports would not be ensured and the problem of creating new
overcapacity not addressed.
64,The Commission, therefore, considers that port charges could be set in line with marginal costs.
which would also take into account new investments, Clearly, operational definitions and
measurement issues will have to be addressed and care will have to be taken that the charging
guidelines can be easily im,plemented in practice (see Annex III),
. 65.The charging framework would, in principle, apply to ports with international traffic, The
question arises whether the application of this principle would have a different impact on smaller
ports in need of expansion compared to large ports in which significant capacity expansion has
already occurred, Insofar as ports in economically less developed and peripheral areas are lagging
behind in terms of port facilities, this issue is also clearly relevant to the impact on cohesion of the
proposal,
66,The relative impact depends on the way in which the charging principle is implemented. the
extenl of overcapacity in different ports, the costs of capacity expansion in individual ports and a
variety of other factors. There is no reason to believe, however, that, as a general rule, smaller
ports will be disadvantaged compared to large ports by the application of the proposed charging
principle,
;" This r~latcs to th~ ~l1virol1l1l~l1t.  ~()ng~sli()n and accid~nls cOolS which are gelKrally d~scribcd as e'ternalili~s since Ih~y ar~ c'l~rnal
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67 ,However, in order to ensure that the proposed approach does not conflict with the objective 
fostering cohesion in the Union, further analysis is required as to whether special rules should
apply to ports in Objective 1 , cohesion and peripheral regions (for example, allowing 'port charges
in the~e regions to be set at a certain % of marginal costs), while at the same time ensuring that
such flexibility does not breach the competition rules,
68, charging framework would also be based on transparency of the systems applied by different
ports in order to ensure fair competition between and within ports and at the same time enable the
users to check whether th~y are receiving the facilities and services they are being charged for.
69.In addition, as already indicated, the Commission has so far treated public financing of
infrastructure as a general measure of economic policy falling outside the rules on State aid as
long as the use of the infrastructure i~ open to all potential users in a non discriminatory way. The
existing Commission ap13roach t~ public investments in infrastructure, including port
infrastructure, will be examined' in the -context of a wider policy in a communication on
infrastructure charging for all mode$ or transport tl~at the Commission will prepare in 1998,
Accordingly as a first step, and in order to update the information on the financial flows
from the public sector to the various types ofp9rts in the Member States, notably the
I amounts. and' form offina~einginvolved, the Commissiotl intends to make an inventory of
public finance given to maiI(p 0 rts with internatiolJ.al traffic as well as charging practices in
these pods;. This hiformatiolJ. will be a useful input in the further elaboration of the
charging frame,vork when (or example \ev.aluatirig the possible impact of the
implementation of the framework on port tariff regimes and determining a suitable
transition period.
If the Union is to develop a more uniform approach to port charges, a framework should
then be included in a proposal for a Council directive. The framework could be based on a
principle of recovering the cost of new investments, operating and external costs both 
ensure that new investments are demand. driven and to ensure fair competition between
ports in the longer term. Attention will also be given to the need for flexibility to
accommodate the needs of less developed regions and to take into account external costs in
parallel with other developments in the transport sector.
The impl~mentation of a Community approach to port charging and financing would,
furthermore, have to be progressive and dovetail with the development of a general
approach to infrastructure charging and financing for all modes of transport. The
Commission intends to prepare a communication ~n an intennodal approach to this matter
in 1998 which will, on the basis of the discussion on this Green Paper, address the existing
approach to public investment in infrastructure and suggest concrete steps on the
development of an appropriate framework for ports. .
In the State aid field, and taking into account the information that will be obtained from
improved transparency of port financing, the Commission will continue to examine public
financial support for assets used by undF!'takings in carrying out commercial activities in
ports. The Commission considers financial support that benefits particular operators as
distinct from others, as State aid in accord:.'mce with the Treaty provisions. Such an
approach will contribute to improving the application of a cost recovery principle by
ensuring that except for situations covered by the derogations in th~ Treaty, investments
will be financed by port undt:rtakings on a commercial basis and accordingly their cost
passed on to users. The need to link rules on State aid to the proposed framework on port
charges will be considered in the context of setting up such a framework.Outside the port
70.Inter-port competition is also affected by hinterland and maritime access to the port and pricing
policies in land transport modes. A users-pay policy for all modes of transport, as suggested by the
Commission, could affect the distribution of cargo flows among European ports. Clearly, the
elaboration of a general infrastructure charging framework for all modes of transport is necessary
to ensure a balanced development of pricing policies across the different modes of transport, The
above mentioned Communication on an intermodal approach will also elaborate how the charging
principles for port infrastructure could be integrated in a more global approach.
71 The implications of the cost recovery principle for two specific types of infrastructure, maritime
access to ports and navigational aids, deserves special attention and is .examined in the following
paragraphs.
Maritime  access
72,A number of European ports, mainly those of the North Sea, are located on river estuaries or are
river ports subject to chronic silting, The provision of adequate maritime access in these ports
requires substantial yearly outlays for dredging, which are at present in most cases publicly
funded, Although there is no  a priori  reason why maritime access should be treated any
differently from other port infrastructure
40 the unqualified and abrupt application of the user-pays
principle in this case would gravely disadvantage a number of ports, some of which are important
gateways to European trade, and could have a negative impact on the inland waterway traffic, The
desirability of applying the cost recovery principle to approach channels will therefore need to be
approached with caution 41. Other possibilities for achieving convergence in applying the cost
recovery principle, are likely to prove more urgent and easier to achieve,
Navigational Aids
73,Aids to navigation have traditionally been used in economic theory as the most characteristic
examples of a public good,42 Apart from the typical lighthouses, buoys, etc., modern navigational
aids in busy seaways and along dangerous or environmentally sensitive coasts include the
development of radio-navigation systems (e,g, LORAN- , GNSS), the physical infrastructure
needed to support VTS or VTMIS, and systems of mandatory ship-routing and ship-reporting.
74.In several contexts, the safety or commercial interests of both local and transiting traffic are better
served by systems which transcend national boundaries and could be developed on a regional
basis 43, Moreover the importance of several European seaways to world trade and the increasing
sophistication and capital intensity of such systems make it unfair to leave the expense of their
implementation solely to individual coastal states concerned, since all transiting traffic and
regional users (e,g, fishing vessels) stand to benefit. The risk of doing so is that necessary aids
may not be provided or that States providing them may try to recover costs in a non-optimal way,
Moreover, coastal aids to navigation benefit a traffic which, for cost recovery purposes, is
captive" only if systems are organised on a large regional basis, A Community initiative could
provide the means to achieve such mechanisms. Indeed the need for the development of a
Commission proposal laying down both the principles for charging systems, aimed at the
recovery of the development and investment costs of such aids, and a mechanism to equitably
40 Particularly when approach channels arc provided at such water depth that
, although open to all, are really meant for a small number
of easily identifiable users,
41 In other industrial countries eg, USA and Japan the approach channels arc considered as public goods and therefore publicly
funded,
42 For a delinilion see footnote 17,
" In the conlexl of the development of a trans-European nctwork for vessel trartie management and information systems (VTMIS),
Ih~ Community has already granted financial support to a number of port or coastal vesscltranic services in the peripheral regions 
Ihe Community, In addition. with the European Permanent Trartic Obscrvatory (EI'TO) project , a tool has been made available by the
Commission to any port or VTS in the Community for the systematic analysis of local trartic conditions in the port area and their
improvement. The extension of EPTO toa large, number of ports would greatly enhance its potenlial posilive crfects, Finally. the
Commission is examining harmonisation measures for VTSs, concentraling on minimum perlimnane,' requirements lor VTS
equipment (inlerlilCes betwecn VTS) and hannonised procedures to improve ship-shore communicatiolAction
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share the financial burden with users, was already identified in the Commission Communication
A Common Policy on Scife Seas
44 
(points 101  to  114),
75,As far as local aids to navigation are concerned, particularly those associated with the approaches
to ports, the principal beneficiaries are local port users, The development and implementation of
navigational aids in port areas is therefore closely related to investments in or near the port and
should normally be treated in the same way. Costs should therefore, as a matter of principle, be
recovered through port dues in a similar way throughout the Community, However, it may prove
necessary in this context too to consider specific derogations for ports with long approaches not
covered by a coastal cost recovery system of the kind mentioned above,
76,1n all these cases, any proposals will be consistent with the broader framework set by the trans-
European positioning and navigation network, which is the subject of a forthcoming
communication,
Maritime infrastructure outside the port area needs particular attention. In the case of
coastal aids  to  navigation a Community initiative should be prepared to establish the
principles for charging systems, aimed at the recovery of the development and investment
costs of such aids, and a mechanism  to  equitably share the financial burden with users.
For local aids to navigation within the port area and in its immediate approach as well as
for dredging of approa'ch channels  to  ports, the user-pays principle wiII have  to 
examined with caution in order  to  take adequately into account the different geographical
situations in which pOI:ts find themselves.
The TEN-  and  EU  financial  support  for infrastructure development
77,The future approach on the TEN- , should be in line with the approach taken for port investments
in general. The TEN-T budget line
45 should assist ports as vital transfer points in Europe
IlLultimodal transport system, while recognising the potential distortive impact of public subsidies,
The Commission, therefore, considers that the TEN- T budget line should. as a general rule, not be
used for financing projects in the port area, except for the implement:ltion of EDI systems and
infrastructure projects concerning rail, inland waterway and short sea shipping for combined
transport. Priority should also be given to hinterland projects linking the ports with the rest of the
network especially with rail and inland waterway connections,
78.1n eligible regions  the  use of Cohesion Funds and ERDF, par1icularly in Objective 1 areas, for
financing infrastructure investment in ports should continue  to  be possible, These funds should
serve such priorities as: better integration of ports into the TEN- T; improving access to the
hinterland; and refurbishing the infrastructure inside the port area, A balance will have to be
struck between regional policy objectives and the need to .avoid undue distortion of competition
between ports.
Financing under the TEN-T budget line will be concentrated within the port area on
feasibility studies, EDlsystems and support for combined transport. Priority win also be
given  to  improving hinterland connections, especially rail and inland waterways.
Financing from the Cohesion Funds and ERDF win be available, primarily serving such
priorities as better integration of ports into the TEN-T improved connections with the
hinterland and refurbishment inside the port area. Environmental criteria will be an
integral part of the conditions for Community funding  to  port projects.
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General
79, Having as their main function the transfer of passengers and cargo  from  sea to land transport and
vice versa, ports pro\' ide a miscellany of services and facilities, often distinguished between those
pertaining to the ship (such as pilotage, towage arid mooring) and those related to cargo (mainly
cargo-handling and storage). In addition, a number of ancillary services are also provided by the
port, such as fixe-fighting, bunkering, water supply and waste reception facilities, Depending on
the organisation, legal status and objectives of.a port, port services can be provided either as a
comprehensive package or separately and on a mandatory or voluntary basis.
80,Port services have usually functioned in isolated frameworks protected by exclusive rights and/or
legal or de facto monopolies of public or private nature, This traditional organisation of port
services, mainly those rel~ted to the cargo, has, however, been widely contested during the last
decade as not corresponding to new technological requirements and increasing competition, As a
result, restrictions have been gradually removed  from  the market of cargo-handling services
which has become more commercially oriented with increasing participation of the private sector
whereas restrictions often still prevail in the market for services relating to the ship (technical-
nautical services),
Services related  to  the  cargo
81,Among all p0l1 services, cargo-handling has been the one most profoundly affected by
technological de\'elopment and intensified inter-port competition, the latter mainly as a result of
the completion of the internal 111arket
46 , The new tendencies in the market can be characterised by
capital concentration. specialisation and vertical integration.
82,The organisation of cargo-handling services is widely dependent on the structure of the port and
the regulatory framework for employment. The continuing trend is to shift the provision of these
services from the public  to  the private sector in order to increase efficiency, make use of the
know-how of the pri\'ate sector and reduce public expenditure on port labour costs, To this end
Iegislative reforms have taken place recently in a number of Member States aiming at adjusting
the port labour market to technological and structural changes, while at the same time taking into
account the associated social implications, Restructuring will enable ports to take advantage of
their critical position in intennodal transport and to exploit opportunities for job creation in
services, sueh as stufting and stripping of containers, physical distribution. storage and packaging,
The development of new services will require the use of advanced technologies and the
application of data highway networks. To cope with ever growing qualification demands of
workers, together with the increasing need for flexibility, awareness of environmental and
maritime safety aspects, adapted training concepts need to be developed further in a life long
learning process,
83,Nevertheless port labour rigidities remain characteristic of the sector, mainly related to the
registration  of  port \\'orkers and the existence of labour pools in a number  of  EU ports, They have
their origin in the past, at times when port work \vas highly irregular, in order to cope with the
peaks . mainly due to the unpredi;::table pattern of ship arrivals, Nowadays. pools constitute the
bridge between the former labour-oriented type  of  port organisation, based on casual employment
, ,
and the present capital-intensive one where direct and long-term employment relationships with
the operator becomes the rule, In any case, they imply participation and financing on the part of
all operators in the port in which they are established,
\(, Contain~risation and th~ capital-intcnsivc naturc of shipping havc incr~ascd pr~ssurcs on ports for furthcr improvcmcnts in labor
prolluctivity and opcrational crticicncy, In its erforts to adjust to thc n~\V dcmand rcquircmcnts. thc port industry itsclf has also bccn
progressively tfanSllmllcd into a capital-intcnsivc onc, rcquiring massi\'c invcstmcnts in sophisticah:d cargo handling cquipmcnt and
L'Olllm~nsurat~ r~dlldions in dircL'lpOr! L'mploymcnt.
,...84.1ndependently from the existence of labour pools, a priority of employment for registered port
workers still prevails in some Member States; as recommended in the ILO Dock Work
Convention 137 of 1973, Generally, restrictions or conditions tor registration do not pose
problems as long as they are non-discriminatory, necessary and proportional. An obligation for
port operators to participate in the pools and/or use exclusively workers who are members of the
pool 'for their port operations may, however, under certain circumstances constitute a de-facto
restriction to market access,
Services related  to  the ship
85.Generally, the need to ensure the safety of vessels, cargo, passengers and the port community as a
whole has led to considerable public invol,:,ement in order to guarantee the competence of the
personnel responsible, The organisation of the technical-nautical services. particularly pilotage, is
thus often modelled around the "public service" approach, with dues determined or controlled by
the competent national administration,
86,PiIotage is a characteristic example of a mandatory technical-nautical service, organised on a
monopoly basis in the majority of European ports, Access to the ports is subject to mandatory
pilotage tor vessels exceeding a certain tonnage or length and for vessels carrying dangerous
goods, Exemption certificates for frequently calling masters and vessels (usually ferries) may be
issued, albeit on the basis of complex and diversified rules,
87.The degree of public sector involvement in the provision of the service varies widely across
Europe, In some ~vfember States, the service is entrusted to national or port authorities and pilots
are, in this case, civil servants, In other Member States, pilots are self-employed in pminership
associations or collectives, which can be financially or a operationally autonomous. Even in this
case, however, public sector involvement still remains strong in relation to licensing, training,
tariffs and quality standards. The regulatory framework that governs the provision of the service
affords pilot associations  de jure  exclusive rights. usually limited to a single port and often
associated with public service obligations, and it limits pilot liability in case ofaccident.
X8,Although the, information at the disposal of the Commission concerning the services of towage
and mooring is more fragmented and limited, a significant diversity of organisational struct~!res
seems to exist in Europe, Here too, the services are provided either by the public or private sector
on a voluntary or mandatory basis. on an exclusive basis or in competition with other operators.
89.1n the case of towage. public sector provision may involve the port authority or licensed operators
under exclusive rights where rates are fixed and controlled by the competent port authority,
Where the service is provided by private operators, no formal restrictioi1s to market access exist
and public sector involvement is generally limited to ensuring compliance with safety a!1d
environmental standards, Rates are. in principle, freely negotiated.
90.The service of mooring is provided directly by port authorities, by licensed companies or co-
operatives operating under exclusive rights, or by a number of private companies, In certain cases
licensed operators are charged legally or contractually with public service obligations. ensuring
their participation in emergency situations, The licensing system implies also the involvement of
port authorities, and eventually of professional organisations, in the fixing of rates.
5.4  Port services under the rules  of  the EC Treaty
9l,'!\ccording to the principle of neutrality, guaranteed by Art. 222 of the EC Treaty. the Community
musl remain neutral with regard to the private or public status of port operators, l'v10reover. thc
right of Member States to define the regimes of the services provided in their ports according to
their particular geographical. administrative, social. technical and historical circumstances should
be respected. However, the rules of the EC Trcaty, also apply, in principle. to port undertakings
and authorities. Irrespective of the regime, public and privatc port undertakings should competeunder equal conditions, as regards port services of a commercial nature , When port authorities
themselves, as public undertakings,) provide port services of a commercial nature, like eargo-
handling in competition with other operators, which they are indeed free to do, separate accounts
should be kept for these activities, The proposal to amend the Transparency Directive will make
this requirement explicit (see paragraph 45),
. 92,The European Court of Justice and the European Commission have adopted a number of decisions
in relation to ports, particularly in the field of competition, Concerning the application of the
competition rules to port services, the Com1 of Justice condemned in one judgement a regime of
stevedoring serviCes, which was based on the dual monopoly of port operators and dock work
companies, as an abuse of a dominant position , Subsequently, the discriminatory tariffs charged
by pilot corporations in a port were held to be incompatible with EC competition rules . In
addition, the Commission has also adopted decisions applying competition rules to the port sector,
inter alia,  condemning port undertakings, acting both as port authorities and shipping companies
(mostly ferry ,operators), for having refused their competitors access to essential port facilities,
93,This legal tendency towards the more systematic application of Treaty rules in the port sector is
consistent with the European Union s policy to encourage modernisation and etriciency, taking
into account structural developments in world-wide competition and the need of companies to
seek out better quality at reasonable prices, This becomes ewn more important when users in
practice mayhaH~ limited possibilities to choose among ports.
C)-Un addition to the competition rules, the functioning of port services regimes have to be in
conformity with the major freedoms guaranteed by the EC Treaty (freedom of establishment, free
movement of workers, goods and services), The Commission must nevertheless take into account
safety requirements and public service obligations aimed at ensuri~1g the continuity of the service
on a non-discriminatory basis and overcoming of emergency situations, The above considerations
may constitute legitimate grounds for restrictions in the access to the market for the provision of
the technical-nautical services, The size of the port. or the optimal organisation of some services,
notably the technical-nautical ones, may be among those factors determining the scope for market
access,
95.l-IO\\"ever, no restriction can be unconditionally justified. The established conditions regarding the
nature of the restriction and the evaluation of the service as one of " Qeneral economic interest"
h3\'e to be fulfilled , In this context, the Commission will assess. following the principle of
proportionality, whether the same objectives could not be achieved by less restrictive practices or
even without restrictions at all. The challenge, therefore, is to combine safety imperatives as well
,1S public service obligations with a structure compatible with competitive patterns. This is
particularly relevant in cases where a single undertaking is operating both services falling under
the scope of Article 90 of the EC Treaty and ones of purely commercial nature
lJh.ln cases where the interplay of market forces is still limited, allention has to be f(.!Cused on the
tariffs applied in order to ensure that prices arc fair. transparent and rel1cct the costs incurred in
the provision of the service, A lack of con'elation between applied tariffs and rendered services
- Only Ihc: e:conomie aeliyilies in 1111.: port. ano not the public/administrative ones. arc capable of !'alling \\ithin the scope or the
eolnpetitic1n rules, The Court has reeemly held in the " Cali casc
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IlJkrccould l?e very difficult to justify even on the ground of "service of general economic interest"
such as cases where a service is not carried out but must be paid for all the same, These elements
emphasise the significance of adequate monitoring by the national authorities responsible for the
approval or fixing of prices, aimed at avoiding excessive or abusive tarification,
97.Self-supply, where the port users perform one or more types of services for themselves, may in
some cases be considered as one alternative for the provision of services, The significance of this
option in practice largely depends on the nature of the service as well as on local particularities, In
general, restrictions would only seem justified if the self-supply would be detrimental to the safety
standards or the functioning of the public service obligations and only to the extent absolutely
necessary to avoid such risk.
POI"t services are to be seen as an integrated part of the maritime transport system as
they are indispensable for the proper functioning of this mode of transport and thereby
make an essential contribution to the efficient and safe use of port and maritime
infrastructure. Current practices have given rise to complaints by users and potential
suppliers of such services about alleged breaches of the EC Treaty, which the Commission
is currently examining on a case by case basis, as well as about divergent standards on
safety and service quality.
ctiOI1
Search for  new direction
98.In the light of the above considerations, different options could be envisaged, On the one hand
the Commission could continue its present approach of examining each complaint on a case by
case basis. giving due r~gard to the above considerations, It would apply the EC Treaty
provisions, particularly t11e competition rules, to the port sector, leaving specific regulations on the
organisation of these services to be developed at a local, regional or national level in the Member
States,
, 99 Complementary to the case by case approach, community action could be envisaged in the form
of establishing a regulatory framework at Community level aiming at the more systematic
liberalisation of the port services market in the main ports with international traffic, while taking
into due consideration the safety requirements and public sen'ice obligations which are
particularly rele\"3nt for the technical-nautical services, In this context the economic and social
effects of modifying the existing regimes for the POl:! services would need to be considered.
lOO,Such a regulatory framework would entail the establishment at Conimunity level of certain
minimum professional qualifications and service requirements for the suppliers of technical~
nautical services. such as pilots, mooring and towing undertakings based on both professional
levels and standards already existing in Member States and relevant ongoing action in this field of
international organisations. This would contribute to enhancing these levels and standards in all
ports receiving international traffic thereby ensuring that adequate safety requirements are met
throughout the Community, and would moreover facilitate the mo\"\:':ment of these workers and the
supply of these services \vithin the Community,
I () !,The regulatory framework could also provide common rules for access to the port services
market. taking due consideration or the specific features of this market. The objective would be to
ensure that access to the market is attained in an objective. transparent and non-discriminatory
manner, while taking account of the constraints at individual ports, Given that a number of
practical constraints exist mainly due to safety considerations, sometimes determined by the
specific geographical characteristics of the ports, som~ limitations on market access may be
necessary,
! 02.ln such exceptional situations where the access to a service is limited by authorising, often
though concessions or licences. only a limited number of suppliers. it is essential in order to avoid
discrimination h) pnwidc for a neutral. objective and transparent selection procedure, Suchauthorisations, and particularly exclusive rights, should only be granted for a limited period of
time that would, inter alia, allow normal recovery of investments. The public service obligations
should also be organised in a fair manner, for example by establishing a system whereby all port
operators would bear a reasonable and fair share of the obligation to provide permanent service, or
by granting the concession or license subject to public service obligation to one single operator
duly selected, and compensate for the extra costs incurred by such an obligation . The aim is to
ensure fair competition between operators, both public and private, by preventing some operators
from leaving the less profitable segments of the market, such as providing the service at night, to
others.
103 ,Finally, certain general principles for a charging system for port services could be envisaged
with a view to ensuring that the prices charged reflect the cost of the facilities used and the
services provided, The relevant charging regimes for ports services could be considered in the
context of the proposed overall framework for port charges as already described in Chapter 4, Any
steps towards liberalisation would need to be introduced gradually in order to allow sufficient time
for the sector to adapt. Such a new framework would in no way prejudice the Commission
appraisal of any complaints made in individual cases on the basis of the competition rules,
Actioil Complementary to the present case by .case approach a regulatory framework could be
developed at Community level aiming at a more systematic liberalisation of the port
services market in the main ports witliinternational traffic in order to establish, over a
reasonable period of time, a level playing field between and within Community ports
while ensuring compliance with port and maritime safety standards. Such a new
framework would in no way prejudice the Commission s appraisal of any complaints
made in individual cases on ~he basis of the competition rules.
The objective of the liberalisation measures would be to ensure open access to the market
for port services through appropriate mechanisms and requirements on the basis of
transparency, non-discrimination and certain principles for charging, while determining
an appropriate framework for the implementation of public service obligations,
whenever they are deemed necessary, as well as of the safety requirements. As an integral
part of these measures, harmonised or, at least, minimum standards for training and
qualifications of the personnel and for the equipment involved should be established at
U. level. This ensemble of actions would be especially relevant for the technical-
nautical services in so far as they contribute to the efficient and safe use of port and
maritime infrastructure.
However, the heterogeneous nature of these services and the diverse nature of ports (in
terms of their size, function and geographical characteristics), would require 
differentiated approach to th~ liberalisation of the various types of port services and
provisions for specific situations, including the possibility to grant exemptions in certain
cases where justified. Any steps towards liberalisation would need to be introduced
gradually in order to allow sufficient time for the sector to adapt.
Comments are invited
This Green Paper is intended to launch an active discussion involving the Council of the Europe
Union and the European Parliament, the Economic and Social Committee and the Committee or
the Regions, the port authorities, operators of the port and maritime industries and associated
'-' For accounting transparency see paragraph 45 above.interested parties, together with the trade unions and other organisations representing the social
interests in the sector. Comments and opinions are invited on all the positions set out in this Green
Paper,
Comments should be sent to the European Commission, DGVII 0/4, Rue de la Loi 200, B-I049
Brussels to the attention of Mr Aragon Morales (fax +32 2 2953076 or e-mail to: ports-green-
paper(!ydg7.cec.be) at the latest by 1 April 1998.Annex I
The European Port sector, its diversity and its prospects
The ports .of the European Union reflect its diversity in terms of geography, distribution of
papulation as well as levels and, types .of ecanamic activity. The port systems in the faur main
maritime regions are described belaw in .order to give a cancise description .of the part sectar and its
prospects, to pinpaint saIne .of the most impartant areas for the develapinent of ports and to set the
scene for Community initiatives in the future.
The  Baltic Sea Region is a regian of fundamental change and transitian, The opening .of Eastern
Europe is bringing new opportunities for trade and travel. The EU ports in the region handled 10,
% more in 1996 than in 1993, It has been estimated that international traffic will graw by Some 65%
until 20 1 0, Maritime transpart has considerable potential in the regian since geagraphically the Baltic
sea .often .offers the shortest routes. The port systems in countries which are members .of the Union
are characterised by a large number of smaller and medium sized ports (see Annex II map 1),
Specialisation and co-aperation between the ports could ,be a way forward in order ta use resources
most effectively, In order ta deal with the potential growth in maritime transport, priority in this
region needs ta be given to linking and integrating parts more effectively with land transport, in
particular those ports with considerable amounts of internatianal traffic, and to the development of
EDI systems.
The  North Sea Region has the greatest concentration of industry and populatian in the Union, This
has clear implications for bath land and maritime transport, North Sea ports (see Annex II - map 2)
handle 50% .of EU maritime traffic including almost half of the deep'sea traffic to and from Europe
(see Annex II - maps 6), The ports' in the region handled approximately 6 % more in 1996 than in
1993, It has been forecast that maritime traffic in the region will continue to grow and most of the
growth is expected ta ,be associated with cantainers, As a result of the concentration of traffic, some
hinterland connections are facing problems of capacity and congestion; bottlenecks rather than
missing links, Apart from the need to improve the quality and capacity of the road and rail networks
attention needs to be gi\' , where possible, to developing inland waterway traffic, and feeder traffic
instead of land transport. Furthermare, many ports in the region are faced with tidal restrictions, The
principal problems relate to the depth of accesschaIIDels and berths, which is important for deep sea
ships, and the width of sea locks, which is important for short sea vessels,
The strength of maritime transport in the  Atlantic Region lies in bulk traffic links with other parts of
Europe and the rest of the world, This traffic accounts for 77 % of the total turnover and tends to
serve the heavy industries situated close to the ports, including refineries, power stations and
chemical works, It also serves the agricultural sector through the importation of animal feedstuffs and
Ihe export of cereals, It provides the basis for the development of general cargo traffic: As the ports
are closely related to industrial and agricultural activities, they play an inipartant role in the regional
economies, The ports handled approximately 5,5 % more in 1996 than in 1993, However, ports in the
Atlantic Region (see Annex II map 3) are experiencing difficulty in retaining present levels of traffic
and the .oppartunities for expansion are limited, mainly because the ports do not have the same
markets and levels .of population as those in many other parts of the Union, In fact, in mast cases
their effective hinterlands do not extend beyond  200  km from the coast. One of the main problems is
that the ports are inadequately connected with the strategic land network and are missing east-west axial transport corridors, 
-, I  he: I'tln tlll"JOn' !" Ilgure:s 1"'" i,kd ill this se:ssilln and on the: Illaps in the Anne.; II a!"e I'!"O\' ide:d hy the: 1\ klllh, " StaksThe  Mediterranean Region is one 'of great complexity and contrasts, There are .enormous differences
in scale, development and trading relationships and for most of the region development and cohesion
are important issues, In general, the region s ports (see Annex II maps 4 and 5) have been lagging
behind their northern competitors in terms of investment, pricing, efficient management, and
physical accessibility to large European markets. The ports handled approximately 4.4 % more in
1995 (see Annex II map 6) than in 1990, There has been in recent years, a substantial growth for
container traffic in the region and this t,rend is clearly ongoing, In order to facilitate this growth in
traffic, attention should be given to integrating the ports more satisfactorily into the transport chain. 
Measures to achieve this need to include rectifying organisational and operational problems in the
port areas, developing port information and logistics sygtems which are compatible with those of the
land networks and promoting short-sea-shipping, particularly in view of the increasing economic
links with the non-member countries of the region, In doing so the ports should be able to gain more
traffic and achieve higher \ltilisation rates.MAPS of PORTS*
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The ports on the maps are identified on the basis of the following criteria:
total annual traffic volume of no less than  million tonnes freight, or,
total annual traffic volume of no less than 200 000 international passengers.
The port turnover figures used in the maps have been provided by the Member States
while figures on container traffic are extrapolated from those published in:
The European container market  prospects to 2008" Ocean Shipping Consultants 1997.
The traffic flows shown in maps  and  7 of  Annex /I are estimated on the basis  of 
Commodity Trade statistics for  1993,TRANSEUROPEAN TRANSPORT NElWORK
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When drawing up a possible future Community framework for port charging at least the following
three objectives have to be taken into account:
Economic efficiency;
Fair treatment of well developed and less developed ports; and
Cohesion policies,
It might not be possible to meet all three objectives at the same time but a future framework should
he designed in such a way that it will take these objectives into account in a balanced manner, In
the following paragraphs the different objectives are outlined and discussed,
Economic efficiency
Economic efficiency requires charges to be set in line with marginal costs since this would inform
port users of the costs of their individual transport decisions for society asa whole, Provided that
charges are set in a similar way across all modes of transport, this would generate an optimal (Le,
kaSI cust) modal spl it. Moreover, the application of this principle would also lead to an optimal
dislribution of traffic across ports and, thereby, minimise the costs of handling maritime transport
for the Union as a whole, However, for projects just like any other infrastructure the bulk of the
total costs are due to capital investment rather than operating costs, Consequently, if the marginal
cost pricing principle is introduced, it could occur that due to overcapacity or competition only
short-run marginal cost (i,e, operating costs) are charged, In this case the costs of past investments
will not be fully recovered. On the other hand, whether the costs 9f future investments will be
completely recouped with marginal cost pricing will depend on the specific way the principle is
implemented,
Some argue that economic efficiency in the port sector can best be achieved if investments in port
infrastructure are demand driven and that this should be ensured by requiring that all costs of
investments are recovered from users. Full cost recovery could, in principle. be guaranteed where
past investments are taken intO account (Le, average cost charging), However, an approach based
on marginal cost pricing, which would consider new investments in addition to operating and
external costs, would make a significant contribution towards cost recovery and at the same time
avoid to consider historical investments in ports.
Fair treatment oflVell dereloped and less developed ports
Imroducing a new charging principle based on economic efficiency from one day to another could
11\ \\\e\er. lead 10 an unfair situation between ports taking into account that they have developed
dilferently in the past. It could therefore be argued that the introduction of a Community port
charging regime would have to be accompanied by rules to avoid unfair treatment of new ports 
ports that are in need of significant development. The reasoning behind this argument is that since
in the absence of a Community regime
, "
well developed" ports have had the opportunity to
expand significantly through government support
, "
new " or "less developed" ports should be
granted a similar treatment (possibly temporarily) within the framework of the Community
charging regime, Whatever the merits of this equity argument, such an approach would be at the
expense of economic efficiency since some capacity available in "well developed" ports can be
used at lower cost even when account is taken of the costs of longer journeys to the ports in
question. Adding additional capacity before ensuring that the existing capacity is better utilised
w()uld seem unnecessary. The equity issue can partly be addressed hy a progressive introduction of
the new charging frame\vork (which, however, should not provide for too long a transition phase
since that could have negalive effects). Moreover, to the extent that the distinction between welldevelopcdlless developed ports tends to coincide with the cohesion classification, the special rules
for ports in Objective 1 , cohesion and peripheral areas would also assist " new " ports.
Cohesion policies
In order to promote cohesion the Community s State .aid rules allow a larger degree of government
support for investments in less developed regions compared to the rest of the Community. This
approach could also be followed by the port charging framework by granting partial derogations
from the charging rules for ports in Objective 1, cohesion and peripheral regions, Clearly, the
extent to which such derogations are accepted would have to be balanced against the distorting
effect they would have on port competition and thereby on economic efficiency.
A possible way fonvard
This discussion shows, that different objectives have different implications for designing a
Community pricing regime; The approach advocated in the Green Paper proposes that charges
should be progressively based on marginal costs and ensuring cost recovery of new investments in
addition, to operating and external costs, but that partial derogations should be possible in
Objective 1 cohesion and peripheral regions. .such an approach permits the different objectives,
which are to some extent in contension, to be pursued in a balaRced manner.
Operational ways of defining and implement the marginal cost pricing principle would have to be
developed, One possibility would be to base port charges on an assessment of the costs perunit of
transport of the expected increase of volumes handled in a port by a certain percentage (possibly to
be varied depending on the type of port). In this case the problem would need to be solved, how
fixed costs need to be allocated to port users, Another approach would be to carry out such 
assessment with respect to a fixed time horizon (e,g, five years), A third possibility could be to
require that port charges fully recover operating costs and capital costs of investments made after a
certain date, This might require information about the depreciation of the investment.